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“OFFNESS”





OFFNESS

OFF, “free” of meanings, Non-claiming

Escaping, adapting, accepting

Expressing dis-passion (being cool)

Started happening in the post-digital

Norm etc. -core

Situational

Non-deterministic

Adaptable

Unconcerned with authenticity

Empathy over tolerance

Post –aspirational

…



“IMAGE”









Sep 20, 2013

The non-shopping centre







Screen capture a YouTube clip, originally digitized from home video, 

showing “normal tracking” function meant to appear on TV screen

Taylor Swift’s 1989 album cover art polaroid and the album “launch video” with 

image stamp date in font typical of home video cameras 



Content (2004)

AMO/OMA

Tweet / Rihanna’s SNL Performance (13 Nov 2012) 

@systaime18

Everything as content



Baumeister Baroque (2015)

Adam Nathaniel Furman

Floral Shoppe (2011)

Vektroid (Macintosh Plus)

Referencelessness as

contemporaneity



Dark Horse (2013)

Katy Perry

Hijacking

Color the Temple (2015)

Met Medialab



Prada Lookbook Real Fantasies (F/W 2011)

AMO/OMA

Jack Self in Fantastic Man N°24 (2016)

Photos by Benjamin Alexander Huseby,

styling by Julian Ganio

Architecture, Only as Style



“Read Hans Hollein’s 1968 

polemic ‘Everything is 

Architecture’ today and suddenly 

everything from Uber to Amazon 

is spatial practice.”

Jack Self. ”Is Everything Architecture?”

The Architectural Review, 20 August, 2015





“POST-

ARCHIVE”





Brazil Builds Architecture 

New And Old 1652-1942. 

(1943) Philip L. Goodwin.

Museum of Modern Art.



Lansburgh’s Department 

Store, Washington DC.

Historic American Buildings 

Survey (HABS), 1970s.





Authentic vs. Automated



Crash Pad (2013)

Andreas Angelidakis

Talbotypes of the Shores of the Mediterranean (1846 to 1852)

George Bridges 

Re:visiting



Roman Singularity (2015)

Adam Nathaniel Furman

James Stirling Birthday Cake (1985)

Re:making



Book of Copies (2012)

San Rocco

Didactic boards, Vkhutemas (1926-30)

CCA, PH1998:0014:009

Only copies will survive



“STRATEGIES”



Walter Benjamin

The Work of Art in the Age of 

Mechanical Reproduction (1955)

in Illuminations (1970)

Ed. H. Arendt. 



Mid-2014 Hashtag Roundup 

http://lexusnexus.tumblr.com/p

ost/94449362709/mid-2014-

hashtag-roundup-this-diagram-

was



K-Hole & Box 1824

Youth Mode – A Report on 

Freedom (2013)

http://khole.net/issues/youth-

mode/



Ways of Seeing (1972) BBC – Episode 1 of 4

https://youtu.be/0pDE4VX_9Kk 

John Berger

Ways of Seeing (1972)



Typical format for internet 

meme images. Wikipedia user 

Barronwbster, 13 May 2015.

https://commons.wikimedia.org

/wiki/File:Typical_internet_me

me_image_format.svg





TOO MUCH

Magazine for Romantic Geography

Home Economics (2016)

Catalog for the British Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2016

OK-RM

Coping with OFFNESS



CCA / Mellon



Architecture and/for Photography” 

(2016–2017)

Second project of the Multidisciplinary 

Research Program - a research 

initiative funded by the Andrew W. 

Mellon Foundation.
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In 1982, the CCA published 

the book Photography and 

Architecture: 1839-1939, 

edited by Richard Pare, our 

first investigation of the 

encounter between the 

medium of photography and 

the built environment. Today, 

however, the paramount 

power of photography as both 

medium and mediator in the 

visual culture of the digital era 

must be taken into account, 

as well as its reflection upon 

architectural discourse 

through mass dissemination. 

This (social) media turn 

implies that the representation 

of architecture, landscape, 

and the city has become a 

commodity consumed at an 

unprecedented scale.

https://www.cca.qc.ca/en/route?url=/api/events/34382


In order to rethink the 

relationship between 

photography and architecture 

as a vehicle for knowledge 

and to critically understand 

the medium’s aesthetic and 

epistemic values, we propose 

to look at photography from 

two perspectives: as artifact 

and as record. First, because 

photographs are objects 

fabricated in a specific cultural 

context, we re-imagine the 

collection as a repository of 

specimens. Second, because 

photographs also document 

the development of 

architecture, we investigate 

how such transformations 

also changed the cultural 

significance of visual 

representation.



CULTURES OF 

ARCHITECTURE

CULTURES OF

THE VISUAL



CULTURES OF 

ARCHITECTURE

or architectural?

CULTURES OF

THE VISUAL



…in place of aura, there is buzz.

David Joselit, “Image Explosion”

Turning Inward, eds. Lou Cantor and Jahn Clemens

(Berlin, 2015), 51.

Because designers and intellectuals fail to reflect critically 

upon the conditions under which their own actions comes 

about, their mediating role between private and public interest 

has been lost… In the media, problems of public nature are 

veiled by a multiform spectacle, the public interest is 

increasingly formulated by marketing, and the visual language 

of graphic or other design – originally intended to act as a 

liberating force – has been replaced by the forms of expression 

of advertising and public relations… We have reached a point 

where reality is permeated by the spectacle.

Jan van Toorn

“Thinking the Visual: Essayistic Fragments of the Communicative Action”

And Justice for All..., ed. Ole Bouman (Maastrict, 1994), 142-143. 



http://www.strelka.com/en/press



Now!

The poor image embodies the afterlife of many former 

masterpieces of cinema and video art. It has been expelled 

from the sheltered paradise that cinema seems to have once 

been. After being kicked out of the protected and often 

protectionist arena of national culture, discarded from 

commercial circulation, these works have become travelers in 

a digital no-man’s land, constantly shifting their resolution and 

format, speed and media, sometimes even losing names and 

credits along the way.

Now many of these works are back—as poor images, I admit. 

One could of course argue that this is not the real thing, but 

then—please, anybody—show me this real thing.

The poor image is no longer about the real thing—the 

originary original. Instead, it is about its own real conditions of 

existence: about swarm circulation, digital dispersion, 

fractured and flexible temporalities. It is about defiance and 

appropriation just as it is about conformism and exploitation.

In short: it is about reality.

Hito Steyerl, "In Defense 

of the Poor Image," e-flux 

journal #10, 2009. 



Metahaven Sprawlspace (2015) http://sprawl.space/



Over It: Post-Critical

…The project of critique, at least as represented by critical 

theory, is in trouble. Indeed, the grandees of an older 

generation of critics are warning of the dangers of a “post-

critical” condition, where presumably power does not only go 

unchecked but doesn’t even have to suffer the indignity of 

critique.

…Yet, the idea that critical theory is in crisis may come as a 

surprise to anyone who has recently passed through a graduate 

program in the arts or humanities, where it remains

dominant.

…Largely cut off from social processes and political impact in 

its academic enclaves, critical theory poses little threat to the 

powers that be, who are more or less happy to let it persist, 

defanged, in these melancholic holdouts where it waits for the 

generational dialectic to gather momentum.

Rory Rowan, “SO NOW!: 

On Normcore,” e-flux 

journal #58, 2014.
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Archive as Architecture



Screenshot as Architecture



Diagram as Architecture



Nature as Architecture



Distance as Architecture



Freedom as Architecture



Forensics as Architecture



Surveillance as Architecture



Economy as Architecture



Nothing as Architecture



HOW TO 

PURSUE

DISCIPLINE vs

EXPLOSION

e.g. ARCHIVES vs

SHADOW ARCHIVES etc



THE SOCIAL

IMAGE
Travel Polaroid photo

Aldo Rossi



THE 

FILTERED

IMAGE
Detail of column capital

Cyanotype



THE POOR 

IMAGE
Maquette for 

S, M, L, XL, 1994



Anywhere Conference

1991 Japan

THE FUN 

IMAGE



THE

CURATED

IMAGE
Shirley MacLaine’s House

Arthur Erickson





While all this may sound fatalistic

Depressing

Telling, of the dispersing of thoughts, previous uniform fronts, groups, 

foundations, knowledge

Due to digitalization, speed (and other lamentations…)

It is also linked to a positive notion on beyond digital, to not think of the 

urgency and force, but rather the cultures born

Thinking about the archive, forming with everything, of greater 

opportunities in valid cultural notions and agents

Merger of imagery in architecture, things seen as architecture, 

architecture seen as things



For architecture, getting better at these kinds of readings over visual 

culture is important, too

Testing how even direct, shallow and quick linkages are orchestrated in 

institutional settings, that are, in the same way as everyone else, facing 

big questions on what images can mean

The expansion of photographic contexts, changes is disciplinary lines



e.g.
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